Effect of Preparation Design on Fracture Resistance of Emax Occlusal Veneers
(In vitro study)
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Aim: the objective of our study is to investigate the effect of two preparation designs on Emax occlusal veneers fracture resistance.

Materials and methods: Fourteen epoxy dies were duplicated from two Typodont acrylic teeth. Two preparation designs were used. Group (1): represented butt margin occlusal preparation. Group (2): represented occlusal preparation with chamfer finish line. Seven dies duplicated from each group. Occlusal veneer restorations were constructed from CAD/CAM system. Each occlusal veneer cemented to the corresponding die. Universal testing machine was used to measure fracture resistance values. Load to fracture for all samples was recorded in Newton.

Results: Butt joint samples (1649.84±349.53) had significantly higher fracture resistance value than chamfer samples (1273.63±232.58) (p=0.039).

Conclusion: Within the limitations of this in-vitro investigation, it might be concluded that butt margin design provides better fracture resistance values that chamfer finish line design using lithium disilicate occlusal veneers.
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Introduction

Damage of tooth structure from the occlusal aspect of posterior teeth may be due to multiple factors including bruxism, parafunctional habits, erosion by gastric acid, diet, and traumatic injuries.\(^1\) Unfavorable changes in esthetics, tooth sensitivity, reduced function and occlusal disharmony are all common consequences of tooth structure destruction.\(^2\) Depending on the size and extension of the defect, treatment of erosive lesion is carried out and should be minimally invasive as possible.\(^3\) With introduction of adhesive bonding techniques which allow using minimal invasive restorations\(^4\), occlusal veneer restorations can be constructed to recover masticatory function rather than traditional onlays and complete coverage crowns.\(^5,6\)

For indirect restorations, dental ceramics are the preferred restorative material because of their advantages including biocompatibility, color stability and ideal esthetics.\(^7\) Dental ceramics are usually used for fabrication of restorations due to their success rate as well as several range of chemical and structural compositions, which have resulted from recent advances in biomaterial technology.\(^8\) Various CAD/CAM-machinable ceramic materials have been industrialized in recent years to meet the aesthetic demands of prosthetic restorations.\(^9\)

Nowadays, lithium disilicate glass ceramics are roughly used in prosthetic dentistry.\(^10\) It reveals perfect esthetics and good mechanical properties, as well as great dental tissue adhesion \(^11\) It was proved that lithium disilicate in clinical situations has a perfect survival rate in individual posterior teeth.\(^12\)

Materials and Methods

Sample grouping:

A total number of 14 occlusal veneers were divided into 2 groups according to preparations design as follow:

- Group (1): occlusal reduction with butt joint (n=7)
- Group (2): occlusal reduction with chamfer finish line. (n=7)

Sample preparation:

Two typodont acrylic teeth of mandibular molars were selected. For each tooth, silicon indexes were created to determine the amount of occlusal reduction in mesiodistal and buccolingual direction. Anatomical occlusal reduction was set 1mm for each group.

For butt joint group: A cylindrical coarse diamond bur was used to make depth grooves on the occlusal surface. Then, removal of tooth structure between them was done.

For chamfer finish line group: the occlusal surface was prepared as for butt joint group. Chamfer finish line was prepared 1 mm below occlusoaxial line angle on the axial wall. The undercuts on the axial walls were removed with a convergence angle of 6. Rounding and smoothness of all sharp line angles and edges was done using finishing stones and rubber cups. Duplication of typodont teeth done using silicone duplicating material. Each mold was poured seven times with epoxy resin material.

Restoration fabrication:

- Each die was scanned with extraoral MEDIT scanner. Then, designing the restoration was done using Exocad Galway 3.0 software. Restoration thickness was set 1.2:1.5 mm at central groove, 1.6:1.7 mm at slope and 1.8: 2 mm at cusp.
- The combination (crystallization/ glaze) was conducted in a compatible ceramic furnace (P3010 Ivoclar Viva Dent furnace)
Restoration Cementation:
Restorations were etched by hydrofluoric acid (9.5%) for 20 seconds. After that restorations were rinsed carefully with water for 15 seconds and air dried. Application of silane coupling agent over the internal surface of restorations for 60s. Afterwards, dryness was done. The outer surfaces of epoxy dies were cleaned with ultrasonic cleaner, then a thin layer of bonding agent was applied, then gentle oil-free compressed air drying and 20 seconds light curing. Application of duel cure resin cement to fitting surface of occlusal veneer using finger pressure then subjected to a fixed load of 1kg. Each surface was cured initially for 2 seconds and the excess cement was removed using microbrush. Light curing was performed for 40 seconds on each tooth surface. Finishing and polishing of each restoration post cementation using specifically designed ceramic polishing kit. Storage of all samples was done in distilled water for 24 hour prior to testing.

Fracture resistance test:
Samples were held to the lower fixed partition of testing machine. The fracture test was performed using a compressive mode of load applied occlusally with a metallic sphere (5.6 mm diameter) attached to the upper movable compartment of the testing machine travelling at 1mm/min cross-head speed with a tin foil sheet in-between to achieve uniform stress distribution and reduce transmission of local force peaks. The load requisite to fracture was recorded in Newton.

Results:
Descriptive statistics for fracture resistance (N) for different groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preparation design</th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>median</th>
<th>range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Butt joint</td>
<td>1649.84±349.53</td>
<td>349.53</td>
<td>1517.88</td>
<td>759.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chamfer finish line</td>
<td>1273.63±232.58</td>
<td>232.58</td>
<td>1327.32</td>
<td>531.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preparation design (mean±SD)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Butt joint</td>
<td>Chamfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1649.84±349.53</td>
<td>1273.63±232.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Significant (p ≤ 0.05) ns; non-significant (p>0.05)
Effect of type of preparation design within Emax occlusal veneers:

Butt joint samples (1649.84±349.53) had significantly higher fracture resistance value than chamfer samples (1273.63±232.58) (p=0.039).

Discussion

Minimal invasive non-retentive occlusal veneers have shown success in restoring wear, lateral open bite and oral rehabilitation cases. However, there is a lot of available different preparation design, yet there is insufficient data on the optimal preparation design and its impact on fracture resistance.

This present study designed to evaluate the effect of two preparation designs upon occlusal fracture resistance.

In vitro studies establish consistent settings in terms of impression technique, preparation design, and experimental performance, yielding more realistic assessments. Also comparing to the in vivo investigations, the in vitro results should be observed carefully due to testing restrictions that do not accurately reflect clinical circumstances. However, it may be good to provide useful hints and directions for therapeutic applications.

Typodont teeth were used in the current study to mimic the preparation of occlusal veneers clinically. Natural teeth have a lot of variance due to age, different structures, and storage duration, making standardization of the tests challenging.

The benefits of using typodont teeth include the easy replica achieving the few existing variables, standardized preparation which aids in reducing as many faults and disturbing parameters as possible, and the creation of all samples in the same initial situation, allowing all manufacturing and testing procedures to be standardized.

Each prepared typodont tooth was reproduced in this study by using silicon index to produce epoxy dies. Although natural teeth provide a better approximation of clinical circumstances and bonding than dies in in vitro research, they typically have varying dimensions, structures, and storage duration following extraction, making it difficult to standardize abutment preparation.

Yucel et al.(15), reported that all ceramic restorations fracture resistance rely on elastic modulus of the chosen abutment material. Epoxy resin was proposed by Wood et al and Zahran et al. (17) to be utilized as a die material for this purpose since it reacts elastically like natural dentin, hence it was used in the current study.

Ceramic restoration clinical success appears to be influenced not just by cavity preparation schemes, but also by ceramic material chosen. Ceramic materials with better mechanical properties could perform better clinical situations(16) IPS E.max CAD blocks were used for construction of restorations in our study.

Using lithium disilicate glass ceramic (IPS E.max CAD) in the current study because of its adhesive properties and its preservation of tooth structure. Due to its somewhat higher elastic modulus (100 GPa versus 84 GPa respectively) lithium disilicate can withstand severe occlusal stresses making it a reliable material for indirect restorations(19). Additionally, the superior aesthetic properties of lithium disilicate were considered.

Self-Adhesive Resin cement was used for bonding of the occlusal veneers to the dies as it decreases the need of pre-treatment of the substrates. Also, it is recommended for bonding to tooth structure as it was reported to increase their fracture resistance. (21) Because it is dual cured cement, its self-polymerization component is advantageous for the thickness of restorations that may not allow the light to pass completely through its full thickness.
All specimens received a standardized tooth preparation to mimic advanced erosion lesion of the occlusal surface.\textsuperscript{(23)} The designs of the preparations were selected according to the general endorsements and preparation guidance for minimally invasive partial coverage restorations.\textsuperscript{(24)} Preparation design was selected in the present investigation; (butt margin design) where only the occlusal surface was included in the preparation. This design was chosen to avoid additional tooth reduction as there is already large amount of dental tissue has been lost due to wear and erosion.\textsuperscript{(25)}

Fracture resistance and flexural strength are two terms that are frequently used to describe the material strength and predict its clinical performance. Ceramic strength, on the other hand, is a complicated attribute that cannot be fully described by a single value. The maximum flexural strength differs significantly from specimen to specimen because of the flaw distribution in the material. Flexural strength of a specimen behaves more consistently when flaws are consistent and consistently distributed than when flaws are gathered randomly.

Fracture resistance might not match to respective uniaxial flexural strength of the material because mechanical behavior of the complexity of restored tooth, adhesive system and restoration can't be expected.\textsuperscript{(26)} Thus, relying on fracture resistance as in in-vitro testing to the mechanical properties is more clinically relevant knowing that samples used are anatomical restorations rather than plain discs.

All specimens were tested using occlusal load by a metallic sphere to simulate natural condition when forces are applied on posterior teeth to make results more reliable.

Regarding the results of our study, mean fracture load values for glass ceramics Emax CAD butt margin group and chamfer group were (1649.84 ± 349.53 and 1273.63 ±232.58 respectively). This values were comparatively similar to a study evaluated occlusal veneer fracture resistance using different ceramic materials.\textsuperscript{(27)}

Our values was relatively lower than that recorded by Andrade et al.\textsuperscript{(28)}, who investigated the effect of material and thickness on occlusal veneer fracture resistance, and they recorded fracture resistance for 1.5 mm thickness IPS e.max CAD (4995N) while at 0.6 mm thickness was (3067 N). Furthermore, Sasse et al.\textsuperscript{(29)} reported that Emac occlusal veneers with 0.5 mm thickness at the fissures and 0.8 mm thickness at the cusps had a median fracture resistance of 2,355 N. The increased overall values of fracture resistance related to studies of Andrade et al. and Sasse et al. might be explained by adhesive luting technique with natural teeth rather than epoxy dies that enables close contact between the dental tissue, luting agent, and restoration, allowing the occlusal forces to be applied and dissipated through the tooth.\textsuperscript{(29,30)}

Moreover, Guess et al. 2013 \textsuperscript{(30)} reported that a 0.5 mm thickness occlusal veneers bonded to enamel had a fracture resistance comparable to occlusal veneers with 2.0 mm thickness bonded to dentin. The better fracture resistance of the ultrathin occlusal veneers is related to the greater bonding to enamel compared to bonding to dentin. On the other hand, in our study bonding was done to epoxy dies (not as strong as to natural tooth). Epoxy dies provides the advantages of test convenience and ease of standardization as previously mentioned.

Additionally, in our study anatomical occlusal veneers were used rather than flat table tops as done in other studies.\textsuperscript{(31,32)} Although this anatomical design is more clinically relevant, however the change in thickness among the occlusal veneer surface together with presence of thin area as less as
(1.2mm) in central fossae might decrease the fracture resistance values in our study.

In our study, comparing two preparation design (butt margin and chamfer finish line), our results have shown that butt margin design was significantly higher than chamfer finish line (P=0.039). This might be explained by that the fact that these conventional preparations provide bulk of brittle material which is important for better distribution of compressive forces between structures with different elastic moduli. Moreover, retentive preparations as in chamfer group have more difficult geometry and moderately sharp inner boundaries, so it is more expected to find predetermined breaking points resulting in stress peaks.\(^{(33)}\)

In addition, less values in thin chamfer group might be related to effect of the crystallization cycle of lithium disilicate margin resulting in distortion as the material shrinks. This is going well with the results of a study concluded by Gold et al that after crystallization firing, lithium disilicate CAD/CAM crowns experienced an increase in marginal gap.\(^{(34)}\)

Limitations of this in vitro study that it cannot simulate complex oral conditions and it is devoid of cyclic loading that may affect the results, so more invitro and invivo studies should be conducted to validate the reliability of our results and assess clinical performance of preparation designs.

**Conclusion**

Within the limitations of this in-vitro investigation, it could be concluded that butt margin design provides better fracture resistance values that chamfer finish line design using lithium disilicate occlusal veneers.
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